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Abstract

Objectives and Methodology

This study was a research and design project intended to improve a working
prototype of a peer production system, FireCrowd. The project draws on
research in Human Computer Interaction, Human-centered Interaction
Design, and Social Computing research on peer production systems. The
purpose of FireCrowd is to facilitate the collaborative production and
sharing of health and safety information among fire fighters. System
evaluations included several methods of usability testing to propose design
changes to FireCrowd on the basis of the tests.

This study used several Human-Computer Interaction (HCI) techniques to analyze and offer areas of
improvement for the FireCrowd system prototype:
1. Completed usability studies with six participants in the field.
a. Three with general users.
b. Three with domain experts (fire fighters) at their fire stations.
2. Conducted two Contextual Inquiries.
a. One at the Fire Headquarters.
b. One over the phone to an outstanding department on the East coast.
3. Gathered site evaluations from three experts in HCI.
4. Facilitated conversation within a 33-member fire fighter focus group.
i. Solicited feedback in writing and discussion.
Notes: There was limited access to the fire fighters from the department while on the job. The SOG
Committee met once a month, therefore it was the perfect opportunity to conduct a focus group with the most
knowledgeable SOG producers.

Background
This study focuses on the fire fighter health and safety peer production website called FireCrowd. FireCrowd
is a site designed by Eleanor R. Burgess for the fire fighter community. The goal of the site is to peer
produce best practice Standard Operating Procedures (SOPs). The following description from the first
page of Firecrowd.com describes SOPs and why they are important resources for fire fighters:
Emergency responders commonly utilize SOPs, and the less prescriptive Standard Operating Guidelines
(SOGs), as documents that ultimately represent the best practice solutions for emergency response
organizations. The documents are used to facilitate training, support operation guidance, and to interpret
policy during post event assessment. Currently there are no standard SOPs that are uniform across the fire
departments in the United States. Instead, they are customized for each emergency response organization. For
example, in the United States there are more than 31,000 individual fire departments, and each is likely to use
dozens of different SOPs and SOGs addressing numerous tasks.
Fire fighter SOPs play extremely important roles in our society, such as saving lives, reducing injuries, and
minimizing the adverse impact from unwanted fire and other emergency events. Fire fighter SOPs also
support other goals such as protecting property, minimizing business interruption, supporting mission
continuity, and protecting the environment. The Fire Protection Research Foundation (FPRF) has recently
become interested in crowdsourcing and peer production, especially the intriguing potential benefits for the
online development of SOPs. Online peer production offers a novel approach to synthesis and coordinated
information on a common technical topic (the individual SOP) based on broad and on-going input from
directly impacted stakeholders, in this case the fire fighter community and health and safety personnel. The
FireCrowd project focuses on the use of online peer production techniques to develop and refine SOPs on a
national scale for the fire service.
Figure 1 below is from the home page of www.firecrowd.com.

Figure 1:
FireCrowd
home page

Results
1.

Usability studies suggested several important technical site changes. As a result of the non-domain user
evaluations, three main bugs came into focus. (1) Contact information needed to be clearer and easier to
find, (2) The confusing tab name “Wikis” should be to “SOPs in progress” and (3) The login process
should be simplified. Participants had a good general understanding of the site and the site purpose, but
the site flow needed to be changed. Resulting iteration: Tab names changes and links to subsequent
pages were changed to increase understanding of the site components and how they work together.
Usability studies with fire fighters at their fire houses showcased their use of dated technology and
further highlighted the need for a streamlined and simple workflow.

2.

Contextual Inquiries provided necessary background information about current SOP creation processes.
In the department of study, there are three ways that fire fighters can access SOGs. They can search
through the huge SOG binder in the fire station, they can pull up the non-keyword searchable SOG
database on the firehouse computers, or in some cases the officer in the fire truck (called “the rig” by the
fire fighters) can access them on the rig computer. All of these methods take a considerable amount of
time, and are not readily accessible out in the field. Also, fire fighters are very proud of the SOGs they
create for their department, and once their Chief gives final approval, the SOG is set into practice and
becomes the standard for the entire department.

3.

Expert evaluators suggest major site restructuring possibilities, such as changing the layout of the home
page and altering navigation of the site. Other suggestions included enhancing FireCrowd’s design,
security, and user experience with solutions ranging from small fixes to major system overhauls.

4.

The focus group of fire fighters identified pros and cons of FireCrowd and discussed how it would fit
into their daily lives. See Figure 2 (above right) for a visual representation of fire fighter comments.
System functionalities seen as helpful to all fire fighters included the ability to access SOPs online, and
the opportunity to edit collaboratively while creating and refining SOPs. When presented with the
FireCrowd site, fire fighters generally were receptive to the idea, but they had differing ideas about how
the site could best be used. There was considerable debate about what was the best function of the site.
Some thought the best use of the site was as a searchable database of SOGs sourced from many
departments, similar to FireSOPs.com but at a larger scale. At the very least, they saw the site as a
searchable database for their own department SOGs. Others saw potential in a resource-rich website.
They envisioned a site where the resources were the major draw, such as providing NFPA (National Fire
Protection Association) standards and up-to-date information for groups creating and updating their own
department SOGs. Although most of the feedback was positive, the fire fighters were vehemently
against the idea of an administrator changing their work. This strong ownership caused some in the
committee to be reluctant to post their department’s SOGs for fear that an administrator would change
their work. Other suggestions catered to current department needs. One idea was to make FireCrowd
into a hosting service, charging departments a yearly fee to have private sections for them to host their
SOPs. Then each department chooses which SOPs to make public to be a resource for other departments.
Another notion was to create more than one SOP for each topic, and include a profile with the
approximate size of the population and fire personnel that can support that particular SOG. The fire
fighters suggested that they would use a FireCrowd application on their smartphones to check an SOG
for an unfamiliar situation. One fireman gave the example of (infrequent) burning mailbox calls
requiring a special extinguishing procedure where a smartphone FireCrowd application could be useful.
Another fireman pointed out that FireCrowd could also allow them to easily and quickly pull up SOGs
on their tablets during training.

Figure 2: Fire fighter focus group comments

Discussion
The FireCrowd website focuses on “commons-based peer production,” coined by Harvard Law School
professor and faculty co-director of the Berkman Center for Internet & Society, Yochai Benkler. The site uses
the combined knowledge of the fire fighter community to create and continually refine information in the
form of SOPs. In his book, The Wealth of Networks (2006), Benkler speaks to the possibilities of the
information economy age that we live in, where “technology creates feasible spaces for social practice.”
Firecrowd creates a space for fire fighters nationwide to share their experiences, creating common knowledge
relevant to all members. Individuals from all over the United States are brought together to create a social
good for all users – a best practice SOP. Community peer production systems such as Wikipedia are
commonly used for producing large quantities of information, and FireCrowd uses a similar technical system
to produce health and safety information within the domain-specific user base of fire fighters. There are no
current widely used systems to peer-produce fire fighter SOPs, therefore, the development of FireCrowd
should meet an important need in the fire service.
Through the research process, important features recognized as necessary by all users included a
simple site flow, an easy-to-understand purpose of the site, and a streamlined login process. These results
gathered are consistent with findings often gathered through the HCI evaluation process, and these findings
prompted multiple site iterations throughout the course of study.
At a basic level, being able to access the SOGs online is a huge step forward. Collaborating on a
document online offers new possibilities for a department’s SOG creation process. A question to pursue in the
future would be to determine whether collaboration positively benefits both the speed and value of content
created in new Standard Operating Guidelines.

Conclusion
FireCrowd was ultimately considered by both non-domain and domain users as a useful tool to create, refine,
and review SOPs. The usability review process provided much-needed information in order to continue to
iterate and improve the site and its functionalities. While some suggestions were too large to quickly iterate, a
large volume of information was generated which may provide a sufficient starting point for an entire site
redesign. FireCrowd was initially designed in isolation from its primary user population, and because of that
isolation, the needs and understandings of current fire fighters were not incorporated into the first prototype.
In the future, FireCrowd will be redesigned with those needs as key structuring guidelines.
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